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The group
The group

W3C community group on Best Practises for Multilingual Linked (Open) Data

https://www.w3.org/community/bpmlod

Started on June 2013
bi-weekly telcos
3 chairs. Currently:

José Labra  Jorge Gracia  John McCrae

67 members from academia and industry
and many others...
Main goals
Main goals

Crowdsourcing ideas from the community regarding best practices to produce multilingual linked (open) data.

Documenting patterns and best practices for the creation, linking, and use of multilingual linked data.
Relation to other W3C groups

Linked Data for Language Technologies (LD4LT)

Use Cases

BP for LD in LT

BP for Data on the Web

BPMLOD

Ontology lexica (Ontolex)

lemon specification

BP for using lemon

BP for Multilingual Data on the Web

Data on the Web Best Practices
Activities
Activities

- TOPIC classification
- USE CASES
- PATTERNS
- BEST PRACTISES & GUIDELINES
Thanks… and get involved!

Next telco: Thursday 22nd May 10:00 CEST

https://www.w3.org/community/bpmlod